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• The optimal method and timing of surgery for craniosynostosis is a subject of ongoing debate

as the risks of intervention must be balanced with the benefits in cosmetic and neurocognitive

outcomes

• Intelligence Quotient (IQ) evaluates overall cognitive ability and is a valuable measure of long-

term outcomes in craniosynostosis research

• Concerns have been raised about the generalizability of studies where the reported mean IQ

was greater than 100

Background

• In conjunction with an experienced research librarian and with input from a neuropsychologist,

we systematically identified all North American studies conducted at an academic center that

used the WASI instrument

• Searches were conducted in Ovid MEDLINE ALL (1946 - July 29, 2021), Ovid Embase (1974

- July 29, 2021), and Scopus on July 30th, 2021

• Inclusion criteria were: English language, recruited in North America, uses the WASI

instrument and reports mean + SD of FSIQ, VIQ and/or PIQ, and if there was a healthy control

group + a group with a pathology

• Exclusion criteria were: focus of the study is not on pathology, wrong study design, control

subjects chosen based on familial relation to subjects, IQ was used to match or recruit subjects

• Recorded variables included details of publication, recruitment method, neurocognitive testing,

study group characteristics, and mean and SD of Full-Scale IQ (FSIQ), Verbal IQ (VIQ), and

Performance IQ (PIQ) for each study group
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• The search yielded 538 studies of which 31 met inclusion criteria. 12 studies were in a pediatric

population, 16 were in an adult population and 3 had both adult and pediatric patients

• The most common condition under study was autism spectrum disorder (6 of 31 studies)

• 26 studies used the first edition of the WASI while 5 used the second edition.

• Healthy control subjects were most commonly matched by age (15 of 31 studies) and sex (12 of

31 studies)

• Average FSIQ values reported for healthy control subjects had a median of 112 (IQR: 108 –

115), and the median scores for average VIQ and PIQ were 114 (109 – 118) and 113 (109 –

114), respectively

• The vast majority of within-study comparisons (34 of 39) identified lower FSIQ in a pathologic

arm relative to the healthy control group

• The present study demonstrates that recruitment of healthy control subjects specifically

intended to mirror the population in a given study consistently yields subjects with normatively

high IQs

• Mean IQs greater than 100 were the rule rather than the exception across North American

academic-recruitment studies regardless of discipline

• The results of this systematic investigation would caution against interpreting high IQ values as

indicative of errors in methodology or recruitment within an individual study

What We Learned

• The normative IQ distribution with a mean of 100 is useful for educational placement or evaluation for disability; it is not as well-suited for university-based outcome studies

Results Discussion

Methods

• To better characterize IQ measurement in academic research, a systematic review of North

American studies across all disciplines in medicine that used the Wechsler Scale of Abbreviated

Intelligence (WASI) to evaluate neurocognitive function was performed
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Figure 1. Full-Scale IQ comparisons between healthy control group and pathologic group(s) in each 

study

Table 1. Median IQ values of healthy control groups

IQ Values (N = 31) Median (IQR)

Full-scale IQ

Pediatric (N = 10) 112.3 (104.9 – 116.2)

Adult (N = 15) 112.1 (108.97 – 115.3)

Total (N = 28) 112.0 (108.5 – 115.5)

Verbal IQ

Pediatric (N = 5) 119.1 (116.2 – 123.6)

Adult (N = 3) 114.5 (108.2 – 116.1)

Total (N = 9) 116.2 (112.9 – 119.1)

Performance IQ

Pediatric (N = 5) 114.3 (113.1 – 115.3)

Adult (N = 3) 113.5 (106.3 – 115.9)

Total (N = 9) 113.5 (109.7 – 115.3)


